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Introduction 
Planners work all over the world to help improve the built environment for all levels of 
society, giving special attention to the poor and disadvantaged (Payne & Vestbro, 2008). Within 
emerging economies, the poor are often concentrated in slum settlements. One in eight people, or 
one billion people, live in slums around the world, with Africa having the largest proportion of 
slum dwellers at 55.8% (UN-Habitat, 2017, p. 21).  
Slum settlements are characterized by non-durable dwelling structures, overcrowding, 
and a lack of access to necessary infrastructure such as water and sanitation facilities, and slums 
develop and operate within the informal sector of an emerging economy. The terms “slum” and 
‘informal settlement’ are often used interchangeably in the literature (Mahabir, Crooks, Croitoru, 
& Agouris, 2016). Many consider the terminology “slum settlement” to be deprecatory and 
prefer the term “informal settlement;” however, since many governments still widely use the 
terminology “slum settlement,” this paper will also use this term.  
There is a lack of consensus on a definition of the informal sector, but it is typically 
characterized by workers, enterprises and transactions that operate outside of government 
planning and processes (Bishwapriya Sanyal, 1988). In the formal sector, workers, enterprises 
and transactions are all managed within the governing body of the State. The government can 
therefore maintain records of economic activity, levy taxes, and in return, provide necessary 
infrastructure to citizens in support of formal economic and physical activity. In the informal 
sector, however, these activities operate outside of government and the formal planning 
processes. Therefore, economic activity is not tracked, nor are taxes levied, and in turn, 
necessary infrastructure is often not provided, or underprovided. 
Because slums operate within the informal sector, they pose several development 
challenges for planners. This Masters project thus seeks to answer the question: what does it take 
to build a preschool in a slum settlement? To explore this question, I will conduct pre-
development services for a client: Not Forgotten South Africa (NFSA) for the development of a 
preschool in a slum settlement in Ikageng, South Africa. The pre-development services will 
include identifying and evaluating a site, developing a program to fit the site, conducting 
financial analysis, and providing recommendations for next steps.  
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Value to the Planning Field  
Though this project is for a client, it will address the larger issue of development in slum 
settlements, specifically, the nuance and hybridity of developing a formal early childhood 
development center in an informal context in South Africa. Through conducting pre-
development services for the development of a preschool, this project will provide the planning 
profession with continued insight into (1) the process and obstacles that make development in 
slum settlements challenging, and (2) the challenges an entity in the informal sector faces when 
trying to move from informality to formality – or at least formal recognition by the government. 
If we can understand what works and what does not work in such a case, it can help the planning 
profession understand the problem of supporting built activity within informal settlements more 
broadly. 
The data for this report come from interviews with practitioners, including developers, 
planning professionals, and leaders of non-profit organizations in South Africa and the U.S.; and 
a survey of academic articles and reports. Interviews were conducted over the phone or through a 
video conferencing platform, and questions focused on collecting the respondents professional 
experience related to development in slum settlements in general and in particular within South 
Africa. 
The first section of this paper provides a review of the literature and an overview of past 
slum redevelopment initiatives. It identifies common obstacles that hinder development in slum 
settlements. The second section offers a case study of a preschool development in an informal 
settlement in South Africa and the process and obstacles of implementing such a project. The 
third section presents a proposal for the preschool development for the client: NFSA, including 
more information about the client, what they want to achieve, and a program of implementation 
and financial feasibility assessment. The paper concludes with recommendations for the client as 
they move forward with their plans.  
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Section 1 
Development in Slum Settlements: A Literature Review  
There is a wealth of literature on the topic of development in informal settlements in 
emerging economies (Bishwapriya Sanyal, 1988), and several initiatives have been implemented 
over the past 40 years with varying levels of success to help improve the lives of slum dwellers. 
Beginning in the 1970’s, “the ‘sites and services’ model, propagated globally, was viewed by 
governments and donors as an antidote to rapid slum expansion and [the] failure of past 
affordable housing programs” (Owens, Gulyani, & Rizvi, 2018, p. 260). The objective of the 
‘sites and services’ model was to “deliver incremental housing for the poor through the provision 
of small serviced plots” (Owens et al., 2018, p. 260). However, due to mixed implementation 
techniques, and critiques that projects took too long, were complicated, and located in remote 
sites, the model was largely abandoned by the mid 1990’s (Owens et al., 2018). 
The 1980’s and 1990’s brought a global shift towards redefining the governments’ role 
from “a provider” of housing for the poor to “an enabler” of housing for the poor (Bishwapriya 
Sanyal & Mukhija, 2001). Governments began to make policies more market friendly so that 
private actors would get more involved in housing delivery for the under-served. In particular, 
the local governments encouraged the participation of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) 
with the view that they would serve as ‘catalytic agents’ who would “help to build synergistic 
relationships between poor communities and various institutions, public and private” 
(Bishwapriya Sanyal & Mukhija, 2001, p. 2044). As a result, NGO’s and Public-Private 
Partnerships became the major drivers of slum redevelopment initiatives (Bishwapriya Sanyal & 
Mukhija, 2001). 
Simultaneously, starting in the late 1970’s - 1980’s, governments and the international 
community began promoting land titling initiatives “as a means of increasing tenure security, 
improving access to formal credit and reducing poverty” (Payne, Durand-Lasserve, & Rakodi, 
2009, p. 2). This view was further supported in 2000 by the publication of the book, “The 
Mystery of Capital” by Hernando de Soto. De Soto argued that by providing formal ownership 
through land titles, the poor could use their properties as collateral to obtain credit to start a 
business and develop trades and skills (Gilbert, 2002). De Soto’s work sparked a wave of land 
titling initiatives; however, many scholars criticized his views as being too ideological and 
ignoring the complexity involved in many of the local contexts where slums develop  (Payne et 
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al., 2009). Within the context of South Africa, there is still general support for “titling 
approaches to securing tenure, [although] there is widespread confirmation in the literature that 
title can be problematic for poor people living in both urban and rural areas” and often not 
necessary to provide the security (Qtd. in Payne et al., 2009, p. 6). 
Today, although there is continued emphasis on providing tenure security to slum 
residents  (Payne et al., 2009), scholars no longer assume that there is one sole solution to the 
problems of informality, and that slum redevelopment and its obstacles are highly context 
specific. Simultaneously, many scholars also agree that there are patterns of obstacles to slum 
redevelopment that are consistent across various contexts, as evidenced in the literature, and are 
important for planners to be aware of.  We turn to these common obstacles next. 
 
Obstacles to Development 
The literature points to a number of obstacles that hinder infrastructure and private 
development in slum settlements. Among the most common are issues of poorly defined or 
unenforced property rights, government capacity, patronage politics, and the ‘economics of 
slums’ (Marx, Stoker, & Suri, 2013).  
 
Property Rights 
Payne and Vestbro (2008) define property rights as a recognized interest in land or 
property vested in an individual or group that can apply separately to land and/or development 
on it (Payne & Vestbro, 2008, p. 15). Most slum residents do not have rights to the land they 
settle on. However, many of them have had long tenure on the land. Land tenure is the mode by 
which land is held or owned, or the set of relationships among people concerning land or its 
product (Payne & Vestbro, 2008, p. 15). 
A lack of formal property rights in a slum settlement makes development challenging due 
to the inability for land to transfer easily from one party to another. Thus, proponents of land 
titling advocate for titles as a way to simplify land transfer, proof of ownership, and access to 
loans in slum settlements  (Gilbert, 2002, p. 9). However, in many cases complex tenancy 
structures and households with unrelated individuals, or multi-family households, make it 
difficult to identify who should receive title deeds (B. Sanyal & Tewari, n.d.). Further, 
research suggests that informal settlers often improve their homes even without a title deed, 
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especially when they feel they will not be removed (Gilbert, 2002; Razzaz, 1994). In many 
cases, “informal sources of property rights [conferred] many of the same advantages as formal 
rights”  (Gilbert, 2002, p. 8). Overall, this instability and unpredictability surrounding property 
rights discourages investment in slum settlements. 
 
Land Use and Zoning 
Antiquated and rigid land use and zoning designations further hinder development. Most 
land use and zoning designations in emerging economies are obsolete and have not adjusted with 
the changing landscape and dynamics of the country  (Fox, 2014). This leads to long, 
bureaucratic, application processes sometimes lasting over a decade  (Gilbert, 2002). Within the 
African context, Fox (2014) states that the scale of the slum phenomenon is first and foremost a 
reflection of persistent failure on the part of local and regional governments to “plan, invest, and 
proactively manage urban development in a context of rapid population growth” (Fox, 2014, p. 
196). Improving slum conditions requires both the institutions to manage land markets and 
perform well-timed and executed investments in infrastructure and interventions (Fox, 2014). 
Unfortunately, this is often not the case, further hindering the ability to redevelop in slum 
settlements. Sometimes, a government may even intentionally choose not to map and plan slum 
areas so that they can convert them to other uses as they deem necessary in the future (Roy, 
2009).  
 
Patronage Politics 
Patronage politics further shapes the informal landscape and can many times cripple 
development. Research shows that local officials are highly involved in the informal land and 
housing markets, and grant rights and permissions informally and enforce them through party 
channels (Fox, 2014). In the case of the Crossroads housing project in Cape Town, South Africa, 
Watson (2003) observed the politics in play behind the Women’s Power Group complaint 
against the Western Cape Provincial authority. She writes that the replacement of shacks with 
formal houses directly implied the supplanting of warlord power with municipal power and was 
a move the warlords wished to prevent (Watson, 2003, p. 399). It is often the bureaucrats, private 
actors, landlords, chiefs, and gangs who possess the regulatory powers in slum settlements and 
determine who has access to what (Marx et al., 2013). For development to succeed in this 
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complicated political environment, extensive networking and advocacy work is required, which 
can be time consuming and offer no guarantees that the efforts will actually succeed. 
 
Economics of Slums 
Finally, the economics of slums further hinder development. The overcrowding of slum 
areas and low marginal returns from small upgrading investments disincentivizes desire from 
outside investors or landlords to upgrade properties (Marx et al., 2013). The issue of cost 
recovery for government led infrastructure improvements also disincentivizes governments to 
invest in slum settlements. Because slums operate in the informal economy, governments are 
presented with the issue of how to identify who pays for what, and thus cannot recover their 
costs.  
The Todaro Paradox (1976) states that slum living standards cannot be improved without 
generating an additional influx of rural migrants, which in turn depresses public and private 
investments in the existing settlements (Marx et al., 2013). Some scholars even suggest that 
improving infrastructure in slum areas does not lead to improved security of tenure for the 
residents of such settlements, but rather brings greater economic benefit to small and large 
owners of land and it is therefore more advantageous for both public and private actors to do 
nothing in slum settlements. 
 
Development of Informal Early Childhood Development Centers in 
South Africa 
Unlike the topics of slum development or obstacles to development in slums, there is not 
much literature available on the topic of development of educational facilities that are recognized 
by the State in the informal sector, particularly in South Africa. The hybridity of building a 
formal school in an informal context is one that needs continued research.  
Approximately 3.8 million children (59%) live in dire poverty in South Africa, and there 
are approximately 1.76 million children living in informal dwellings. Less than 1/5th of the poor 
(40% of the population) have formal Early Childhood Development (ECD) access (Project 
Preparation Trust of KZN, 2014, p. 5). Children in informal settlements are “ acutely vulnerable 
and lack access to quality ECD services which disadvantages them at a critical point in their 
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development and perpetuates cycles of poverty and exclusion” (Project Preparation Trust of 
KZN, 2014). 
Developing an ECD center in the informal sector in South Africa faces many of the same 
development obstacles prevalent in slums across the world. However, there are additional 
context-specific challenges. “Most informal ECD centers can’t qualify for public sector 
assistance because they can’t formally register with the Department of Social Development 
(DSD) and meet its high prescribed standards” (Project Preparation Trust of KZN, 2014, p. 5). 
Because of this, there is a large number of informal ECD centers across South Africa serving a 
vast majority of the children in the country, compromising the quality of care on a large scale.  
For an ECD center to become registered with the DSD, and thus a formal center 
recognized  by the government, they must complete four broad steps: (i) Become a registered 
non-profit organization (NPO); (ii) complete the land use and building permits process; (iii) 
complete the DSD Registration process; and (iv) complete the DSD funding application 
(Dagerman & Levy, 2015). This process can take multiple years to complete. As a result, 
informal ECD centers are often reluctant to pursue registration because of the long process and 
associated risks (Dagerman & Levy, 2015). 
The primary advantage of becoming an EDC center recognized by the DSD is financial. 
The economics of serving poor families in townships leads many informal ECD centers with a 
shortfall each month. As a result, many overcrowd their schools just to make the finances work 
(Dagerman & Levy, 2015). A DSD subsidy can in some cases double revenues for an ECD, 
making it extremely advantageous if an ECD can complete the registration process (Dagerman & 
Levy, 2015).  
 
Conclusion 
As the discussion so far illustrates, there is an ample literature on the topic of 
development within slum settlements, including past and current slum redevelopment initiatives. 
Additionally, the literature also reveals a common set of patterns related to obstacles to slum 
redevelopment that cut across various contexts.  These obstacles include issues of poorly defined 
property rights, weak government capacity, patronage politics, and the costly ‘economics of 
developing within slums.’ Despite an abundant literature there appears to be a gap in the 
literature as it pertains to the specific issue  of developing formal educational facilities (e.g., 
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schools) in the informal sector. The second section of this report will offer a vignette of an ECD 
center in South Africa that navigated the transition of going from being an informal ECD to a 
formal one. I draw on this case to offer insights for my client NFSA. 
 
Section 2: 
Developing an Early Childhood Center in Slum Settlements: A Vignette 
 
The following is a vignette of a preschool in the Western Cape province of South Africa 
who navigated the process of transitioning from an informal preschool to a formal one. This 
study can offer valuable insight into the potential obstacles my client may face and provide a 
roadmap for how my client can move forward in their own ECD development process. 
 
The case of ABC Educare1 
ABC Educare is an early childhood development (ECD) center located in the Western 
Cape province of South Africa. It is a mid-sized center run by a female owner/ operator out of 
her home, and the center serves children ranging in age from infant to six years old and has a 
total staff of six. In 2012, the principal volunteered her center to participate with a program 
called Starting Chance, an organization that partners with ECD in informal settlements to 
upgrade shack preschools, provide staff training and development, and help ECD providers 
through the Department of Social Development (DSD) registration process so they can qualify 
for DSD Subsidies. DSD Subsides are critical for many ECD centers, particularly those in poor 
areas, since the fee revenues of an ECD center in an informal settlement are not enough to cover 
operating expenses. In the case of ABC Educare, a subsidy would double their revenues, 
allowing the center to provide better quality care and instruction for the children (Dagerman & 
Levy, 2015). 
ABC Educare faced many challenges navigating the steps necessary for transitioning 
from an informal to formal ECD -- Non-Profit Organization (NPO) Registration, Land use 
rezoning and building permits, DSD Registration, and DSD funding application -- so that they 
could be eligible for a DSD subsidy. The land use and rezoning process consisted of multiple 
                                                        
1 The author of this case study provided a fictional name to protect the identity of the early childhood development 
center. 
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bureaucratic hurdles and required considerable networking and advocacy with municipal 
officials to move the process forward (Dagerman & Levy, 2015). Initially, ABC Educare pursued 
to have the land owned by the principal rezoned from “residential only” to “residential and 
business.” However, after three months of no activity, Starting Chance met with land use 
officials of the City of Cape Town who suggested a different track to move the permit along: 
filing for an application for a “consent use.” Within two months the application was approved 
(Dagerman & Levy, 2015).   
The next hurdle was the approval of building plans, which caused significant delays since 
it had to be cleared by multiple stakeholders. The building plans were submitted to the Land Use 
Department at the City’s Building and Planning Department for approval, who then provided 
initial comments and requested a new floor plan from ABC Educare. The Land Use department 
however, was waiting for documents from the Planning Department, which delayed the 
application from moving forward to submission before council for final approval. The building 
plans are finally submitted to council five months after the original submission, and after a 
meeting with the local ward counselor, council gives their approval two months later (Dagerman 
& Levy, 2015).    
In the end, the re-zoning process took six months and the approval of the building plans 
took seven months. According to an interview with a South African developer, three to six 
months is an expected timeframe for the re-zoning process. However, the developer mentions 
that typically the approval of building plans is a quick process (two-weeks) since a concept plan 
is typically submitted with the rezoning application, and a site development plan (SDP), which 
lays out all utilities and services must be submitted and approved, generally a three to four-
month process, before the building plans are submitted. Fortunately, these processes took place 
simultaneously, and ABC Educare received extensive support from Starting Chance. Starting 
Chance led ABC Educare through the process of fundraising and selecting an architect, and they 
played an active role in initiating meetings with municipal staff and local officials to help the 
project move forward. Dagerman and Levy (2015) state that it is highly unlikely ABC Educare 
would have pursued the DSD subsidy without the support of Starting Chance because of the 
extensive barriers (Dagerman & Levy, 2015, p. 8) 
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Conclusion 
This short vignette offers valuable insight into the context-specific obstacles found in the 
hybridity of developing a formal school in an informal context. When comparing this case study 
to my client project there are some important differences to note. First, the Northeast Province, 
where my client is located, is more rural than the Western Cape (the location of the preschool in 
the vignette). This means that my client may face more delays and bureaucratic hurdles during 
the process due to potentially smaller municipal staff and weaker institutional capacity. Second, 
my client is seeking to acquire land and build a new preschool unlike ABC Educare who worked 
to get a residential site rezoned for education.  
Informed by the literature review and short vignette, section three explores the specific 
bottlenecks that my client, NFSA, has encountered in their development process to-date. It then 
presents a project proposal that can offer a vision and strategy for how my client can move 
forward. 
 
Section 3: 
Development in Slum Settlements: Proposal 
 
The Project 
The client, Not Forgotten South Africa (NFSA) seeks to build a formal preschool in 
Ikageng, South Africa to replace their current preschool located in a slum settlement. The current 
preschool, named Heritage Christian Preschool, serves 40 - 50 children and has a staff of five 
adults. NFSA was founded with a focus to serve the people of Ikageng with quality education, 
mentorship, and job creation. NFSA is led by an American couple, Eric and Mimi McMillian, 
who are of Native American and Korean descent (respectively). Together, with their family, they 
have worked with Heritage Christian Preschool and other organizations to see their mission 
fulfilled. 
 
History 
In 2006, Dorah, an Ikageng native, opened a preschool in a slum settlement near her 
residence to respond to the need for early childhood education she saw in her community. She 
started as a sole operator with 35 children ranging from birth to 6 years of age. However, the 
preschool quickly grew, and due to a lack of resources and training, Dorah found that she was 
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struggling to maintain the school. NFSA discovered Dorah’s preschool in 2013, and Dorah 
decided to partner with them shortly afterward to receive training and skills development and 
increase the quality of education and care at the preschool. 
NFSA helped Dorah renovate her preschool, provided education and administration 
training to Dorah, helped hire and train additional teachers, and helped the preschool get fully 
recognized by the Department of Social Development. As a result, the preschool has become one 
of the most reputable in the township, and the demand to attend the preschool has increased 
extensively. The preschool is currently at maximum capacity and has to turn away parents 
because they do not have the space to accommodate any extra children.  
 
Project Goals 
To deal with growing demand, my client desires to build a new preschool to provide a 
safe environment for the children to learn and potentially increase the number of children they 
can serve. Their goal is to acquire enough land for a preschool and eventually a primary and 
secondary school in the future. Additionally, they hope to incorporate housing for the elderly and 
job skills training for locals on the site.  
 
The Process: Site Selection 
NFSA began their expansion process for the new preschool by forming strategic 
partnerships with residents of the slum settlement, local business owners, and a local church. 
One of the businesses they allied with was a coffee shop located in Potchefstroom who partnered 
with the client to help provide skills training for the women in the settlement. In 2014, NFSA 
and the owners of this local business began looking for land to build a new preschool. 
 
Current Preschool Location 
The client has tried to purchase land for their preschool for the past five years to no avail. 
Much of the available land near the current preschool is too small or on portions of land that are 
unsafe to build on due to sinkholes beneath the ground. The following is an overview of their 
current preschool location as well as the three sites they have pursued since 2014. Appendix Map 
1 shows where each site is in relation to the current preschool location. 
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Map 1. Current Preschool Location: Ikageng, South Africa 
 
 
The current preschool is located in Extension 7 of Ikageng, a Township in South Africa. 
Ikageng is located 131 Km (81 Mi.) southwest of Johannesburg and is located in the North West 
Province of South Africa. Ikageng borders Potchefstroom, a university town, on its East, and the 
township is a product of apartheid era planning. The majority of its residents are Black South 
Africans, and the name Ikageng is Setswana, the predominant language of the area, and means 
“we built for ourselves.”   
The municipality divided all the informal settlements into extensions to make planning 
and development easier. There are 12 different extensions, and each extension receives a ward 
counselor, similar to a chief, who represents the residents. The extension 7 slum settlement is 
built on government land and abuts a steep rocky landscape to the east which is unstable ground. 
The current preschool sits on approximately 432 square meters (0.11 acres) of land and offers 
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limited room for expansion. Given that NFSA desires to increase their student capacity, the client 
must look elsewhere for a location to build their new preschool. 
 
Potential Site #1 
Map 2. Boitumelo Street  
 
 
The first site the client identified is located on Boitumelo Street in Ikageng. This site is 
28,630 square meters (7.07 acres), zoned ‘education,’ and is owned by the Department of 
Education (DOE). This site is located 1.7 km north of the current location of their preschool (see 
Appendix Map 2). The client learned that this site is earmarked for a secondary school; however, 
the land has been unoccupied since 2005 and no plans are in place for a school.  
The client did a lot of networking and advocacy to promote placing their preschool on the 
entire site and was able to eventually talk directly with someone in the DOE. However, in the 
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end, the DOE said no, and the municipality is still holding on to the land. This site is the most 
preferred by the client. 
 
Potential Site #2 
Map 3. Mogolodi Street  
 
 
The second site identified by the client is located at the intersection of Mogolodi Street 
and Bathopele Street and is adjacent to the location of the informal preschool. This site is 1,669 
square meters (0.41 acres), owned by the municipality, and zoned as a ‘public garage.’ The 
municipality listed a market value of 100,000 Rand for the site. Currently, this site functions as a 
trash dumping ground but is situated at the entrance of the slum settlement where the current 
preschool is located and has access to the main road. 
When the client first approached the municipality about this site, the municipality 
communicated a willingness to sell; however, they repeatedly delayed communication with the 
client, and this went on for several months. The municipality then communicated that they were 
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only willing to lease the site to the client. After further delay, the municipality decided that they 
were only willing to lease their site to the client as long as the client did not build anything 
permanent upon the site. This complicates the desire of the client to build a safe and permanent 
preschool and future primary and secondary school on the new site that they pick. 
 
Potential Site #3 
Map 4. Chief Albert Luthuli Road (Von Wielligh)  
 
 
The third site identified by the client is the furthest from the informal settlement (see 
Appendix Map 3), but is close to Chief Albert Luphuli road, the main road that leads into 
Ikakeng. This site is located within the Dassierand township on 5 Stan Jackson Street, is owned 
by the municipality, and is zoned educational. The site is 2,168 square meters (0.54 acres), and 
the reserve price is 370,000 Rand. Although the client has been adamant about staying in the 
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community, low land availability has forced the client to look outside of the informal settlements 
and closer to the edge of the township.  
 
Bottlenecks 
NFSA has experienced several bottlenecks along their journey that have hindered their 
ability to purchase a site and build their preschool. The following is a survey of these 
bottlenecks. 
 
Land Rights 
The first bottleneck my clients have encountered is nebulous land rights in the Township. 
It is often difficult to find privately owned land in townships in South Africa due to unclear land 
rights and titling. As a result, my clients have found that the only real option they have is to look 
for land owned by the municipality. Each site that my client has considered is owned by the 
municipality. This has created difficulty in negotiating purchases because the control is 
asymmetric and solely with the government. Unfortunately, research indicates that this is a 
common phenomenon in informal settlements. Below are the steps my clients would need to take 
to purchase government land.  
 
Steps to acquiring government land in Ikageng  
1. The client will have to wait for the municipality to put up the land in on “Tinder,” which 
means “option to sell.”  
2. The client must write a proposal, explaining who they are, their intent for the land, and 
how they will pay for it, including a list of who the investors are.  
3. The municipality must then accept the proposal and give it clearance. Once this is done, 
the client will have a window of time to pay for the property, and the tinder amount must 
be paid in full. 
 
The central bottleneck here is the willingness of the municipality to put up the chosen 
land for sale.  As we have seen above, this has not happened for all the three sites the client has 
shortlisted.  And the decision to sell or not lies solely with the local government. Because of this 
asymmetric balance, my clients have not been able to acquire a site to build their preschool. 
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Racial Dynamics 
The next bottleneck my clients have faced is that of racial dynamics in Ikageng. Deep 
racial and ethnic tensions shape the political, social and economic dynamics of South Africa. 
During the apartheid era (1948 – 1994) the government implemented racial classifications as a 
way to systematically disenfranchise those who were not of European descent, and though 
apartheid officially ended in 1994, much of these same systems are still in place today. Further, 
the governing political party, the African National Congress (ANC) – the political party 
representing ‘Blacks’ – has instituted polices that have on the surface been in favor of Blacks but 
have consequently made development in Townships difficult. 
One of these policies is that Whites cannot own any land in a township. This is 
particularly important for my clients since they are of Native American and Korean descent. My 
clients have unfortunately faced considerable discrimination in their efforts to build a preschool 
in the Township because of their ethnicity. Property in the Townships must be purchased by a 
Black African. Therefore, for my clients to purchase land, they would need to be in partnership 
through a registered Non-Profit Organization (NPO) with a Black person as the leader. 
Fortunately, the preschool is a registered NPO with Dorah, the Principal and Operator, a black 
South African, as the leader. Nevertheless, my clients have been the chief representatives for the 
preschool before the municipality and have had to navigate these racial challenges first hand. 
 Racial dynamics further shape how geographic areas and markers are identified. In South 
Africa, every city has two names, and the same is true for streets which can be confusing and add 
an additional layer of complexity when trying to identify information about a site. The name 
Potchefstroom is the Afrikaans name for the city closest to the Township, but Tlokwe is the 
African name. This has made the process challenging for my clients in the advocacy process 
since they are not native to Ikageng and must adjust the name they use for a site depending upon 
who they are speaking with. 
 
Department of Social Development Regulations   
The Department of Social Development (DSD) regularly changes their requirements and 
regulations for ECD centers, making compliance difficult. The DSD is responsible for providing 
subsidies to ECD’s which can be critical for an ECD’s ability to remain open and provide care to 
children. For this reason, it is imperative for ECD’s to stay up to date on changes or they may 
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lose their funding. However, constraints within the DSD to administrate and monitor their 
changes make the process a bureaucratic nightmare for many ECD centers.  
My clients’ preschool is a fully recognized preschool by the Department of Social 
Development, and they receive DSD subsidies for the children they serve, so staying on top of 
the frequent changes is imperative and has consequently served as a bottleneck to development. 
At the time of this report, the DSD is instituting new requirements surrounding the curriculum 
that all ECD centers must use, and they are changing the subsidy amounts per child. My clients 
will need to begin to implement these changes to stay compliant. 
 
Personnel 
The final considerable bottleneck my clients have faced pertains to the recruitment and 
retention of good staff and teachers. My client has had great success working with Dorah, the 
owner/operator, but has had difficulty maintaining commitment from other staff members. Many 
informal ECD centers face similar challenges with retaining trained and skilled ECD workers 
largely due to an informal ECD center’s inability to pay competitive wages (Project Preparation 
Trust of KZN, 2014).  
 
 
The Proposal 
Summary 
This proposal recommends that NFSA pursue Site #1: Boitumelo Street and develop a 
250 square meter (2,690 square feet) preschool on up to one-third of the site under a lease/ hold 
structure with the Department of Education (DOE). Additionally, NFSA would acquire an option 
from the municipality to build a secondary school on the rest of the site if things go well with the 
preschool.  
Although the DOE denied my clients in the past, I believe the above proposal would be 
more advantageous for both my client and the DOE. In the above proposal, my client would only 
be asking for the preschool to occupy up to one-third of the site, leaving two-thirds of the site 
untouched and available for a future secondary school when the DOE is ready to proceed. In the 
original proposal my clients gave to the DOE, they presented a plan that utilized the entire 7-acre 
site for the preschool, including playgrounds, ball fields, and a center for skill development. This 
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original plan would have required the DOE to give up the only parcel of land large enough to 
accommodate a secondary school in the area, and the municipality was not willing to give up that 
stake, so they said no.   
 This site is advantageous for my clients for a number of reasons. Because the site is set 
aside for a secondary school, the necessary zoning is in place, allowing my clients to avoid a 
fresh rezoning process. Further, the presence of a preschool would complement the existing 
primary school adjacent to the site on the south, and the residential community surrounding the 
site. Lastly, providing an ECD center on a small portion of the site still leaves a considerable 
amount of the land available for the development of a secondary school in the future. This would 
help the municipality maintain land for a secondary school while also putting a plan in place to 
align with the Department of Social Development’s increasing priority for improving access to 
quality ECD centers in South Africa (Project Preparation Trust of KZN, 2014). Additionally, a 
preschool on-site lends itself to the potential for future programming opportunities between a 
secondary school and preschool, such as providing child care and teacher training opportunities 
to the teenagers.  
 
Site Characteristics 
Map 5. Boitumelo Street Adjacent Parcels Map 
 
The total site at Boitumelo Street 
is 28,630 square meters (7.07 acres). This 
site is owned by the Department of 
Education and is zoned for educational 
uses. The site is surrounded on all four 
sides by residential, and a primary school 
is located to the south of the site, with a 
buffer of residences in between. Of this 
site, this report proposes that NFSA 
would lease-hold up to 9,308 square 
meters (2.3 acres) or roughly one-third of 
the site. 
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Map 6. Proposed Preschool Location and Area 
 
 
Program Recommendation 
The DSD provides basic programmatic and student teacher requirements that ECD’s 
must comply with.  
Table 1. Practitioner to Children Ratios per Minimum Norms and Standards 
Age Range Children per Practitioner 
0 to 18 months 6 
18 months to 3 years 12 
3 to 4 20 
4 to 5 20 
Grade R 30 
Source: (Carter, Biersteker, & Streak, 2008) 
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A simple program of a preschool should include classrooms, a kitchen, an office, a sick 
bay, a pantry, storage closet and restrooms. Based on Heritage Christian Preschool’s needs and 
desired goals, they will need a 250 square meter (2,690 square feet) preschool. Below is a  
concept plan drawing.  
Figure 1. Heritage Christian Preschool Concept Plan 
 
 
 
Financial Feasibility 
To create an accurate development budget, construction cost information was gathered 
from interviews with South African developers. Based on the data collected, it would cost 
roughly R 2,758,287 to develop a 250 square meter (2,690 square feet) preschool. The 
development sources for the construction of the preschool are expected to come from 
fundraising.  
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Table 2. Development Uses 
 
 
 
 
(See Appendix Table 1 for full development budget) 
 
The client desires to have a 1:10 staff to student ratio and serve 100 children. The following table 
represents revenues and expenses based on these assumptions.  
 
Table 3. Annual Revenues and Expenses 
Total Revenue  R      796,050  
Total Expenses  R   1,060,000  
Net Operating Income -R      263,950  
 
(See Appendix Tables 2 and 3 for full revenues and expenses budget) 
 
Based on the assumptions from my client, operating the new preschool will not cover its 
costs, even with the DSD Subsidy (See Appendix, Tables 2 and 3). There is a shortfall of R 
263,950. To cover this shortfall, the following are recommendations for my client: 
1. Increase the Teacher to Student Ratio - The ratio desired by my clients is much lower 
than the ratio required by DSD. A change even to a 1:15 ratio would have a considerable 
impact on the amount of expenses going towards Human Resources. 
2. Revise Staff and Salary Numbers – Appendix, Table 4 shows the desired staff and 
salary numbers of Heritage Christian Preschool, and Appendix, Tables 5 and 6 show the 
average salaries of other ECD centers in South Africa. The salaries my client desires to 
offer are exponentially higher than the averages for other centers across the Country. For 
example, my client could reasonably reduce the Principals salary to one-third of its 
current amount and still be considered on the highest end on the payment spectrum.  
3. Explore Corporate Fundraising -  Because the preschool is a registered NPO, the 
primary funding sources for the construction of the preschool will be donations. One 
potentially significant funding source my client can leverage is the Broad-Based Black 
Hard Costs R 1,725,150 
Soft Costs R 1,033,137 
Total Project Cost R 2,758,287 
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Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) program. Businesses can give up to 51% to qualified 
organizations. Qualified organizations are those with a higher Black to White ratio on the 
leadership team, and where the primary beneficiaries will be Black and women. This 
awards the maximum amount of points/credits to Businesses and Organizations that 
donate.   
  
Community Engagement 
Three South African developers were interviewed to gather information on the 
development process. Within each interview, each developer emphasized the importance of 
having community involvement in the development project from the very beginning to help 
ensure project success, especially in the Townships. One developer connected to a primary 
school development in a Township in the Mpumalanga province of South Africa encouraged 
using an asset-based approach to development within the informal settlement. The asset-based 
approach focuses on the skills and ‘assets’ within a community and builds upon these to catalyze 
community development. These assets can include individuals, organizations, and physical 
places. 
The developer connected with the Mpumalanga school development recommended 
funding as much of the project through individual and community assets and contributions – in 
kind as well as monetary -- as possible. The other two developers echoed this as well. 
Practically, each developer expressed that one of the most impactful ways to involve the 
community and reduce costs is to leverage community members to build the school. One 
developer recommended appointing a registered contractor to oversee the project, but then 
having volunteers and community members construct the building. Inherent within this 
recommended asset-based approach is leveraging local materials and businesses to design and 
construct the preschool.    
For this to be successful, it is critical for there to be community engagement and a 
partnership with the locals for the project. The developers recommended engaging the 
community in the planning process and having community members as the main points of 
contact with the municipality. Complimentary to this theme was that of making sure that the 
community ‘owned’ the project and that it was locally driven, versus coming from the outside in.  
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Implementation 
NFSA has a vision to develop a preschool, primary and secondary school, housing for 
elderly and a skills development center. In an informal context, it is often not possible to do 
everything at once nor is it necessary. New construction in South Africa can often take 5 to 10 
years to get site control and necessary zoning and approvals in place for construction. Because of 
this long process, it will be necessary to phase in the programmatic elements. NFSA has decided 
to focus on the development of their new preschool for the first phase of their vision. The 
preschool is the most pressing need and can serve as the most catalytic project. After the 
preschool is complete, NFSA will identify the next project that would be most strategic for their 
goals as an organization.   
 
Conclusion 
 My client, NFSA desires to build a formal preschool in the Township of Ikageng and has 
faced considerable bottlenecks that have hindered their progress. Drawing from the literature 
review, vignette, and the experiences my client has faced to date, this report recommends that 
NFSA pursue the first site, Boitumelo Street, and build a 250 square meter preschool on up to 
one-third of the site. A new preschool would create a new asset in the community and provide 
those living in the slum settlement and those in the surrounding community access to quality 
educational resources. The final section of this report offers recommendations and next steps for 
the client.  
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Section 4 
Development in Slum Settlements: Recommendation’s  and Next Steps 
 
General Recommendations 
For planners to successfully develop in slum settlements, it will require understanding 
both the broader obstacles to development in informal settlements more generally, as well as the 
context-specific ones. Our analysis shows that planners can expect to face challenges with 
property rights, land use and zoning, politics, and the economics of slums. Further, in developing 
an educational center in an informal setting within South Africa, planners can expect additional 
hurdles surrounding the Department of Social Development registration process. However, 
planners can mitigate some of these obstacles through working within the settlements, building 
on and being sensitive to existing support systems and networks within the community, and 
giving careful attention to how the development will impact the community. 
Despite the significant obstacles to development in informal and slum settlements, there 
have been a number of policies and programs implemented that have received some level of 
success. No one policy, program or method has proven to completely solve the problem, but 
there are some best practices and recommendations for planners that one can draw out from these 
initiatives. Payne and Vestbro (2008) encourage professionals to be sensitive to systems of 
support in informal communities. They encourage the exploration of innovative solutions for 
land tenure and property rights that build on the practices and traditions that already exist.  
It will also be important for planners to give particular attention to the impacts of 
infrastructure investments on the residents of slum settlements (Desai & Loftus, 2013). Desai 
and Loftus (2013) state that improving services in slum areas often does not lead to improved 
security of tenure for the residents, but instead may actually drive up rents that may lead to more 
displacement of residents. Additionally, they argue that infrastructural improvements are likely 
to bring greater economic benefits to small and large owners of land and housing than to those 
tenants living in the slums. 
Despite the potential negative externalities, it is still important to upgrade and provide 
necessary infrastructure to households in informal settlements. As several scholars have shown, 
investments and improvements in informal settlements can help improve tenure security, even if 
formal title is not given to community residents, which can enhance well-being (Razzaz, 1994). 
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NFSA 
Sanyal (1988) proposes three principles for poverty alleviation, especially in informal 
settlements: (1) poverty, he argues, is not only a function of disposable income, but of lack of 
access to other resources, (2) poverty-oriented strategies must be directly focused on the poor, 
and (3) the poorest of the poor are often hurt by formalization of the informal processes. In 
response to the first and second principles, the construction of a new formal preschool would 
serve the informal residents by providing them with access to a quality and safe learning 
environment. Additionally, the larger school could accommodate more children. Concerning the 
third principle, it will be important for NFSA to be mindful of the ways that moving from the 
slum settlement to a new location could negatively impact the networks within the slum 
settlement. Most informal ECD services are created in response to a demand for accessible 
services to informal residents (Project Preparation Trust of KZN, 2014), so a considerable 
amount of care would need to be given to partner with the community to ensure networks and 
accessibility stay intact – specifically in terms of fees and costs. 
 
Site 
This proposal recommends that NFSA pursue Site #1: Boitumelo Street and develop a 
250 square meter (2,690 square feet) preschool on up to one-third of the site under a lease/ hold 
structure with the Department of Education. A lease/ hold structure would allow the municipality 
to retain ownership of the land but would give NFSA the necessary rights to develop their 
preschool. 
 
Advocacy  
 The literature and interviews indicate that informal negotiations and advocacy are 
essential to penetrating bureaucracy. One key recommendation is to prioritize community 
involvement and encourage advocacy with stakeholders to come from the community versus the 
client alone.  
 
Preschool Financing & Construction 
Interviews with developers indicate that the client should utilize the community to build 
the preschool to leverage community assets and help reduce costs. Concerning operations, based 
on the recommended program and desired staff and salary amounts, the project has a shortfall of 
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R 263,950. To mitigate this shortfall, the client is encouraged explore the following: 1) Consider 
increasing the Teacher to Student Ratio, 2) Consider revising staff and salary numbers (See 
Appendix, Tables 4, 5 and 6, and 3) Explore corporate fundraising through the Broad-Based 
Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) program.  
 
Next Steps 
The following is a list of next steps for the client: 
1. Develop a Building Concept Plan – The concept plan provided in this report should be 
reviewed and modified by an architect for the most efficient building design. 
2. Engage and Align Key Stakeholders – Engage key stakeholders on the status of the 
preschool and how they can be involved in this phase of the pre-development process. 
3. Present Proposal, Development Budget and Concept Plan to Municipality – Based 
on interviews with South African developers, and South Africa’s racial history, it will be 
important for Dorah to be present in every step of this process. To date, NFSA has done 
much of the advocacy work with the municipality; however, it will be strategic for 
Dorah’s involvement to substantially increase to see the preschool developed.  
 
Conclusion: Value to the Planning Field 
This client-based project addresses the larger issue of development in slum settlements, 
specifically, the nuance of developing a formal early childhood development center in an 
informal context in South Africa. Through conducting interviews, mining the literature and 
providing pre-development services for the client, this project has identified unique bottlenecks 
to development in the North West Province of South Africa and has offered recommendations on 
how my client can move forward. This project offers the planning profession continued insight 
into (1) the process and obstacles that make development in slum settlements challenging, and 
(2) the challenges of moving from informality to formality; as well as ways around these 
obstacles. 
The issue of development in emerging economies is a problem that planners face around 
the world, so understanding the challenges and opportunities in this case can help the planning 
profession understand the problem of supporting built activity within informal settlements more 
broadly. 
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Appendix 
Map 1: All Sites 
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Map 2: Site #1: Boitumelo Street in Context 
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Map 3: Site #3: Chief Albert Luthuli Road in Context 
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Table 1: New Preschool Development Budget 
 
Source: Interview. Feb 21, 2019. Mr. Botha.  
The numbers in the development budget above were provided during an interview with Mr. 
Botha, a South African developer who currently resides in Potchefstroom. 
  
Description Assumption Total
Acquisition 0 0
Hard Costs
Site Work 300,000R         
Shell Construction (PSM) 5,000             1,250,000R      
Subtotal Hard Cost 1,550,000R      
Registered Contractor 0.013 20,150R           
Hard Cost Contingency 0.1 155,000R         
Total Hard Costs 1,725,150R      
Soft Costs
Concept Plan 50,000R           
Building Plans 0.03 51,755R           
Bulk Services Contribution 50,000R           
Site Development Plan 35,000R           
Year 1 Reserves: 6 months Expenses 744,000R         
Soft Cost Subtotal 930,755R         
Project Manager 0.01 9,308R             
Soft Cost Contingency 0.1 93,075R           
Total Soft Costs 1,033,137R      
Total Project Cost 2,758,287R     
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Table 2: Annual Revenues 
 
Source: NFSA 
 
 
Table 3: Annual Revenues and Operating Expenses 
 
Source: NFSA  
Subsidy Amount 15.00R       
Service Days Per Year 365
Maximum Number of Months 12
Preshool Attendees
Number of 
Children
Monthly Fee 
Amount
Monthly Fee 
Reveue
Annual Fee 
Revenue
Annual Subsity 
Revenue
0 to 18 months 10 280R             2,800R            33,600R          54,750R            
18 months to 3 years 20 280R             5,600R            67,200R          109,500R          
3 to 4 years 20 350R             7,000R            84,000R          109,500R          
4 to 5 years 20 350R             7,000R            84,000R          109,500R          
Grade R 30 400R             12,000R          144,000R        
Total 100 34,400R          412,800R        383,250R          
ANNUAL REVENUE R US$
Fee Revenue                                   412,800R      $29,309
Subsidy 383,250R      $27,211
Total Revenue 796,050R      56,520R           
ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Lease / Hold 100,000R       7,100$             
Human Resources 756,000R       53,676$           
Food & Groceries        106,800R       7,583$             
Learning Supplies, Toys 6,000R           426$                
Municipal Services 28,800R         2,045$             
Phone 18,000R         1,278$             
Staff Transportation 21,000R         1,491$             
Buildings and Grounds 18,000R         1,278$             
Miscellaneous admin expenses 5,400R           383$                
TOTAL EXPENSES 1,060,000R    75,260R           
NET OPERATING INCOME 263,950-R      (18,740.45)$     
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Table 4. Heritage Christian Preschool Desired Staff and Salaries 
 
Source: NFSA 
 
Table 5: ABC Educare Salaries  
 
Source: (Dagerman & Levy, 2015) 
 
Table 6: Average Monthly Salaries of ECD Employees in Research Sample  
 
Source: (Carter et al., 2008) 
  
Monthly 
Salary Months # Staff Total
Principal Salary 15,000R       12 1 180,000R        
     Deputy Principal Salary 10,000R       12 1 120,000R        
     R Teacher Salary 7,000R         12 3 252,000R        
     Teacher 5,000R         12 7 60,000R          
     Assistant 4,000R         12 5 48,000R          
     Administrator 4,000R         12 1 48,000R          
     Cook 2,500R         12 1 30,000R          
     Gardner 1,500R         12 1 18,000R          
Total 756,000R        
Monthly 
Salary Months # Staff Total
Principal Salary 2,000R         12 1 24,000.00R     
Teacher Salary 1,200R         11 2 26,400.00R     
Assistant Salary 1,000R         11 3 33,000.00R     
Cleaner 1,000R         11 1 11,000.00R     
Cook 1,000R         1 1 1,000.00R       
Employee Type
Average of the 
highest third
Average of the 
middle third
Average of the 
lowest third
Principal 4,170R                 2,800R                 1,134R                 
Grade R Teachers 2,902R                 1,175R                 
Teachers 2,624R                 1,250R                 862R                    
Teacher Assistants 2,200R                 1,400R                 900R                    
Cooks 2,224R                 1,275R                 680R                    
Cleaners 950R                    
Care Keepers 2,100R                 600R                    
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